
From: Silver Shekel (Replies Not Accepted) noreply@silver-shekel.net
Subject: News About Silver Shekel Roads

Date: August 1, 2020 at 10:40 AM
To: etlebsack@gmail.com

 
Silver Shekel Residents,
 
We have great news about the Summer Road! After three years of saving, we’ve been able to repair and upgrade the Summer Road. The work has been completed and
consisted of grading and filling the huge bumps and holes, adding road base and capping with recycled asphalt. Drainage and culverts have also been improved. See
the  photos below. With the upgrades, we expect that doing yearly maintenance will be less involved, and cheaper. 
 
Recycled asphalt is not as durable as new asphalt and can easily be damaged by aggressive driving, so please “tread lightly” to extend the life of the road.
 
We need the Summer Road as a secondary exit for emergency situations, and these repairs will make the road usable for the purpose. The County does not maintain
the road and if you use the road, please be aware that you do so at your own risk. There is more information about the Summer Road on the SSOA website.
 
There is also another--and much bigger--road project coming: Shekel Lane reconstruction. You may have noticed the white-painted numbers along the middle of
the street. These were put there in preparation for the County’s project to rebuild and repave the street. It will consist of completely removing the old asphalt and base,
adding a new base and new asphalt paving. 
 
Work is expected to begin soon (we haven’t gotten the start date from the County yet, but we’ll let you know when we do). It will last until the end of October. The road
hasn’t had much done to it except a lot of patches since it was first paved some 30 years ago, and now we can look forward to a nice, smooth road. Your patience during
the inconvenience of construction will be appreciated. 
 
Sincerely,
 
Silver Shekel Owner's Association Board of Directors
silvershekelhoa@gmail.com
www.silver-shekel.net
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